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“Police suggest entire population in the Elm Terrace area do as follows: Everyone in every house in every street open a front or rear door or look from the windows. The fugitive cannot escape if everyone in the next minute looks from his house. Ready!”

“Of course! Why hadn’t they done it before! Why, in all the years, hadn’t this game been tried! Everyone up, everyone out! He couldn’t be missed!”

Ray Bradbury’s vision of a future of pervasive surveillance in a *Fahrenheit 451* was perhaps not ambitious enough. Today, the government does not need to call on the populace to act with a million eyes to find a specific person, anywhere, at any time. With facial recognition technology, the government can do this, on its own, with the push of a button.

This technology not only exists: it is already in place, and in use, for surveillance efforts across the country. It operates via massive networks of cameras, together with extensive government databases of photographs tagged and compiled into profiles. Law enforcement use powerful computer algorithms to parse stockpiles of camera footage, picking out every face in a particular scene and rapidly associating them with profiles in the databases.

The ubiquity of networked surveillance cameras makes targeted facial recognition surveillance possible at essentially any place and any time. Law enforcement has more and more cameras every day, including CCTV cameras, police body cameras, and even cameras on drones and surveillance planes hovering over cities, which have already been used to record mass protests.² The FBI’s Next Generation Biometric Identification Database and its facial recognition unit, FACE Services, can already search for and identify nearly 64 million Americans, from its own databases or via its access to state DMV databases of photo IDs.

With the records already in hand, the technology in place, and the system’s capabilities rapidly growing, it may be soon that government will be able to find out who you are, where you’ve been and when, and who you’ve associated with simply by putting your name into a search bar.

With the records already in hand, the technology in place, and the system’s capabilities rapidly growing, it may be soon that government will be able to find out who you are, where you’ve been and when, and who you’ve associated with simply by putting your name into a search bar. In this way, facial recognition heralds the end of obscurity.
Despite this imminent danger, hardly any limits have been placed on this use of facial recognition technology. It was not until March of this year that Congress held a hearing to discuss the risks of facial recognition surveillance, and no laws—state or federal—exist that impose restrictions on how facial recognition surveillance can be used, and who it can target. Because of this absence, facial recognition can be used to circumvent existing legal protections against location tracking, opening the door to unprecedented government logging of personal associations and intimate details of citizens' lives.

Facial recognition could also become a dangerous tool for cataloging participation in First Amendment activities. Religious and political associations could become known to the government on an enormous scale, with little effort or cost, enabling disruption, persecution, and abuse. American history throughout the twentieth century and recent government activities in the past two decades both demonstrate that fear of such abuse is quite warranted.

As with any powerful tool, however, facial recognition also holds promise of being extraordinarily helpful—such as in finding missing persons, or identifying dangerous fugitives at large—and could provide significant public benefits without controversy. So, as alarming as facial recognition surveillance may be, policy that limits its use can provide a reasonable middle ground, one that prevents abuse and addresses the risk it poses of chilling First Amendment activities, while also permitting use for legitimate, and broadly supported, public safety purposes.

This report lays the groundwork for these policy efforts by offering explication of the technology's existing and potential uses, and the most concerning aspects of the threats its use poses to democracy. It follows with an overview of the essential aspects of an effective policy response, including whether facial recognition surveillance should require judicial authorization at a probable-cause standard for scanning a specific face in a photo or video to identify that individual, and whether limits should be enacted on the crimes for which facial recognition surveillance can be used as a response. And, because implementation of such a policy response within a necessary timeframe may prove difficult at the federal level, the report presents a “reverse-federalism” approach to advocacy and legislation, in which the FBI’s dependence on state DMV photo databases is leveraged to promote state laws that, from below, impose effective policy limits on facial recognition surveillance at the national level.

Left unchecked, facial recognition will soon bring an end to obscurity. Obscurity may not seem like a fundamentally important value. It was not lauded in the Federalist Papers, inscribed in the Constitution, or mentioned as part of the “Four Freedoms” we fought to preserve in World War II. And yet, poetically standing unnoticed in the background, obscurity has served as a critical pillar to American democracy. Democracy by its nature relies on anonymity of some activities and interactions, especially in First Amendment activities like protests and religious worship. For over 200 years, obscurity has been one of anonymity’s most powerful defenses. These protections are in grave danger, and their survival requires a swift and innovative policy response.
The Growing Power and Use of Facial Recognition

Despite the relatively low level of focus it has received in public debate, facial recognition is already a powerful and broadly used government surveillance tool, with its capabilities and deployment likely to continue to expand in the future. Current face-scanning technology is powerful, permitting rapid identification, and the potential is growing for real-time scans of entire crowds to identify individuals. Law enforcement already employs facial recognition on a huge scale, with the ability to track the activities of hundreds of millions of Americans. And technological advances in a range of areas regarding video technology will dramatically enhance the power of facial recognition, as the government becomes more able to record extensive public spaces, using facial recognition technology to identify any and every person caught in these nets of video surveillance.

Facial Recognition Technology

Facial recognition technology provides immense identification power, far beyond anything possible by human eye alone, even by entire police departments. Generally, facial recognition technology consists of software that allows computers to do what, until recently, was only capable by the human mind: recognize and identify faces. It uses facial features—such as the location of eyes in relation to the face as a whole—to create a “face print” that, like other forms of biometric identification, is unique to each individual. Facial recognition technology can then run an image of a face against an existing database of face prints and, if a match occurs, identify the individual.

Currently, facial recognition technology can scan for a match to identify a face against tens of millions of pre-identified
face profiles per second. And real-time facial recognition surveillance is rapidly developing. A March 2017 National Institute of Standards and Technology report concluded that while still difficult, real-time facial recognition is achievable with certain algorithms. And practically all major private facial recognition companies already highlight their real-time facial recognition capabilities.

**Law Enforcement Use of Facial Recognition Surveillance**

Law enforcement is already deploying facial recognition technology on a broad scale. According to a report by the Georgetown Law Center on Privacy and Technology, one in two American adults are already have their images stored in a law enforcement facial recognition network, and at least one in four police departments have the capacity to run facial recognition searches. In some cities, local law enforcement uses facial recognition for routine traffic stops, with little transparency as to its retention and subsequent use of acquired data. The Department of Homeland Security (the DHS) is considering deploying facial recognition as a major component of its international travel security efforts, as well as deploying drones equipped with facial recognition capabilities along the border. And legislation in Congress could rapidly expand these surveillance behaviors, requiring the DHS to create a facial recognition database of immigrants, use facial recognition technology at airports, and create a biometric exit system at the fifteen largest airports, seaports, and land ports in the country.

However, the largest and most worrisome facial recognition program already underway is the FBI’s Next Generation Biometric Identification Database and its facial recognition unit, FACE Services. Nearly 64 million Americans are already subject to FACE Services’ facial recognition searches from the FBI’s database—composed of mug shots and photos of government employees—or via its access to state DMV databases, which serves as a backbone for the database. According to a Government Accountability Officestudy, the FBI’s FACE Services runs an average of 4,055 facial recognition searches per month through this system.

Especially concerning has been law enforcement’s development of real-time facial recognition surveillance, which it performs through the use of networks of both publicly and privately installed video cameras. Major cities including Chicago, Dallas, and Los Angeles are all engaged in, or considering development of, real-time facial recognition, and during a March 2017 hearing on facial recognition surveillance, the FBI would neither confirm nor deny if it uses real-time facial recognition surveillance. The CEO of Axon, America’s largest police body camera seller, states, “There’s a ton of interest in getting better real-time information . . . real-time analytics are going to be very interesting.” According to a Justice Department-funded study, nine of thirty-eight body camera manufacturers have already incorporated facial recognition technology into their products, or have the capacity to do so in the future.
With its capacity to scan large crowds and identify anyone at any time, and all at very little cost, it is no surprise that the Georgetown Center on Privacy and Technology states, “Real-time face recognition marks a radical change in American policing—and American conceptions of freedom.

These investments mirror those made in the surveillance practices of autocratic states such as Russia, in which real-time facial recognition is already being deployed for troubling purposes. With its capacity to scan large crowds and identify anyone at any time, and all at very little cost, it is no surprise that the Georgetown Center on Privacy and Technology states, “Real-time face recognition marks a radical change in American policing—and American conceptions of freedom. . . . There is no current analog—in technology or in biometrics—for the kind of surveillance that pervasive, video-based face recognition can provide.”

The Increasingly Pervasive Nature of Law Enforcement Video Surveillance

The most worrisome aspect of the advance in facial recognition surveillance is not improvements in the technology itself—already astoundingly powerful—but rather the rapid expansion, both in capabilities and use, of video recording technology. Its expansion provides the government with an ever-broadening panopticon, wherein, because ever more faces are being captured on camera, ever more people are being tracked using facial recognition.

Video surveillance technology is enhancing the scope of government’s facial recognition surveillance in a variety of ways. First, the use of CCTV and police “blue light” cameras—CCTV cameras owned and operated by police departments for public safety—is expanding in many cities. Second, advances in aerial technology offers new means of video surveillance. Drones and high-altitude piloted planes, such as those employed by Baltimore’s Persistent Surveillance programs, offer law enforcement the ability to rapidly zoom in on any specific area of a city down to a level where face scans can be run. And new military camera technology such as the ARGUS-IS could soon allow government to continuously record areas up to ten square miles—roughly the size of half of Manhattan—and with the precision to scan the face of anyone and everyone in that entire citywide field, at any time.

Perhaps the most daunting implications of growing facial recognition capabilities due to advances in video surveillance technology come from police body cameras. While not yet on every officer, most of America’s largest cities, if they don’t already require body cameras, are now deploying them in pilots and trials, with the expectation of moving toward
universal use. This would effectively turn every police officer into a camera capable of facial recognition scanning, expanding the scope of police video surveillance beyond even those departments with the most aggressive CCTV camera systems. For example, police cameras in Chicago—which employs one of the nation's largest “blue light” camera systems—would have law enforcement cameras increase five-fold if all its officers wore body-cameras. Yet the vast majority of cities and departments place no limits on use of facial recognition in conjunction with body cameras, with only Oregon prohibiting their combined use. And as mentioned above, the market is fast closing in on these developments in police practice: Axon, America's largest body camera vendor, has committed to adding facial recognition technology to all of its devices in the near future, while also offering its cameras free for year-long trial periods to encourage their use.

It is clear that technological limits will not stop facial recognition and accompanying tools from soon achieving the power to identify virtually anyone at any time. As the next section will explain, this would have immense ramifications on privacy rights and civil liberties, and fundamentally endanger democratic society.

How Facial Recognition Endangers Privacy Rights and Civil Liberties in a Manner Incompatible with Democratic Society

Facial recognition surveillance, absent proper checks and limits, is one of the most serious threats to privacy and civil liberties for a variety of reasons.

First, as executive director of the Georgetown Center on Privacy and Technology Alvaro Bedoya highlights, facial recognition surveillance is unique as an identification system in that, at present, its use does not require consent, or even notification. Even if delayed for investigative purposes, notification is often a critical component of regulating invasive surveillance, as it affords affected individuals the means to seek recourse against improper or overbroad actions. But individuals subject to facial recognition surveillance have little means of objection or recourse, and government has few checks on its actions. Additionally, an operational facial recognition system is largely unconstrained in terms of scale: government programs can enlarge the scope of its facial recognition capabilities from dozens to thousands of people with little increase in resources. Although its scale is already immense, the current FBI FACE Services average of 4,055 facial recognition searches per month might actually be quite low when compared to the system’s capabilities and potential use in the future.

These factors make facial recognition surveillance especially worrisome as regards two of its uses: location tracking and the cataloging of First Amendment activities.
Location Tracking

While facial recognition is currently used most frequently for identification at a set time and location for investigative purposes, technology and the growing presence of cameras has already enabled government to use facial recognition for location tracking. Even if such tracking would hardly ever be continuous, pinging an individual’s location whenever they walk in range of cameras scattered throughout a city—or a powerful camera hovering in the sky—could effectively allow government to map out individuals’ movements for weeks at a time.

This would severely undercut privacy rights, especially regarding location privacy. The Supreme Court has ruled that location tracking via the attachment of GPS devices requires a probable-cause warrant, and will soon take up a highly important case to assess whether location tracking via cell phones should similarly require a warrant. Even if the Supreme Court does not extend a constitutionally based warrant protection for cell-site location tracking, federal statute requires that the government go before a court and provide specific and articulable facts that such tracking is relevant to an ongoing investigation, a rule that limits the scale of requests that can be made even though the standard of demonstrating relevance to an investigation is fairly easy to achieve. Furthermore, ten states have already enacted laws requiring a warrant for cell-site location tracking.

But facial recognition-based location tracking could circumvent these protections, allowing the government to track individuals absent any suspicion of wrongdoing. Requiring that this type of surveillance receive prior judicial approval would not only ensure tracking is connected to criminal investigations: it would also limit its scale. Absent such requirements, location tracking could be practiced on a massive scale, continuously monitoring huge numbers of people in an automated manner. The only limits would be input decisions, the range of the cameras used, and data storage capacity.

Given its current potential, location tracking could have seismic effects on democratic society. Justice Sotomayor warned the nation thus in United States v. Jones:

[Location tracking] generates a precise, comprehensive record of a person’s public movements that reflects a wealth of detail about her familial, political, professional, religious, and sexual associations. . . . Because GPS monitoring is cheap in comparison to conventional surveillance techniques and, by design, proceeds surreptitiously, it evades the ordinary checks that constrain abusive law enforcement practices: “limited police resources and community hostility. . . .” The net result is that GPS monitoring—
by making available at a relatively low cost such a substantial quantum of intimate information about any person whom the Government, in its unfettered discretion, chooses to track—may alter the relationship between citizen and government in a way that is inimical to democratic society.\textsuperscript{37}

Because the costs of facial recognition surveillance, like those of GPS surveillance, are dependent on infrastructure rather than on number of targets, the only manner in which Justice Sotomayor’s statement does not ring equally true for both forms of tracking is that it underestimate how low the cost—and thereby how great the risk of abuse—facial recognition-driven location tracking truly has.\textsuperscript{38} If location tracking via GPS is too significant a risk to democracy to permit without court approval, then certainly so is tracking via facial recognition surveillance.

**Cataloging First Amendment Activities**

The most concerning risk that facial recognition surveillance poses is how it could impact First Amendment-protected activities. Absent proper restrictions—principally in the form of judicial authorization based on an appropriate level of suspicion—facial recognition could become an unprecedented tool for cataloging participation in a variety of First Amendment activities, and, subsequently, dramatically increase government’s powers to target for persecution.

For example, government could take a photo or video of a large protest or political rally and use facial recognition to identify every participant. In a demonstration on facial recognition, the FBI in fact used political rallies as an example where the technology could be applied.\textsuperscript{39} Similarly, cameras could easily be placed outside a church, synagogue, or mosque, and facial recognition used to identify every person who enters or exits.

Even without immediate identification, there is also a risk that government could build databases of metadata profiles of participants in these activities for further use. For example, rather than attempt to run face matches and identify participants, government could simply develop face prints based on participation, such as “Baltimore Black Lives Matter Protester #347” or “Manhattan Mosque Attendee #455.” These profiles could be developed based on repeat attendance at “events of interest,” creating layered portraits of individuals’ behavior over time. The profiles could then be used for selective action against activists or religious minorities.\textsuperscript{40}

Fear of such abuse is quite reasonable given the history of surveillance directed at minorities and activists throughout U.S. history. As research demonstrates, the twentieth century was plagued with instances of political surveillance, so much so that abuse of government surveillance power seems to become a recurring pattern rather than an exception unless effective checks are put in place.\textsuperscript{41} Surveillance targeted at minorities has been just as pervasive.\textsuperscript{42} Most infamous among a long list of improper surveillance activities is the COINTELPRO program. As revealed by the Church Committee, for years the FBI, under the J. Edgar Hoover, engaged in unjustified and often illegal surveillance, and used
the fruits of that surveillance for persecution:

Groups and individuals have been harassed and disrupted because of their political views and their lifestyles. . . . Unsavory and vicious tactics have been employed—including anonymous attempts to break up marriages, disrupt meetings, ostracize persons from their professions, and provoke target groups into rivalries that might result in deaths. Intelligence agencies have served the political and personal objectives of presidents and other high officials. . . . Sometimes the harm was readily apparent—destruction of marriages, loss of friends or jobs. . . . But the most basic harm was to the values of privacy and freedom which our Constitution seeks to protect and which intelligence activity infringed on a broad scale.43

The abuses of COINTELPRO may be decades old, but they demonstrate a risk that is ever-present: surveillance provides the means for a wide range of targeted abuse, including enabling the use of sensitive information to disrupt, and even destroy, individuals’ private lives.

And of course, surveillance of minorities and activists is not a thing of the past. For years the New York Police Department ran a surveillance unit tasked with targeting and monitoring the city’s Muslim communities, an effort that was both a gross violation of civil liberties and highly ineffective.44 In recent years, the Department of Homeland Security has conducted extensive surveillance of Black Lives Matter activists,45 while the FBI conducted aerial surveillance for overbroad monitoring of all individuals engaged in protests in Baltimore in response to Freddy Gray’s death while in police custody.46

Facial recognition makes this pattern of improperly targeted surveillance especially frightening because it for the first time would allow government to accomplish total identification of minorities and activists, at very little cost. And unlike a phone number or license plate, one’s face is a form of identification that can never be changed or cast aside. For COINTELPRO, developing lists of “agitators” required extensive undercover work and the allocation of agents. Cataloging individuals and cross-checking repeat activities and associations were constrained by data storage and the need for manual analysis.47 Even more contemporary political surveillance, such as the NYPD Muslim Surveillance Unit’s activities—supported by computers for data storage and analysis—was met with many of these same constraints. For example, while in operation, the Muslim Surveillance Unit relied on individual labor, such as “Plainclothes detectives [that] mapped and photographed mosques and listed the ethnic makeup of those who prayed there,” as well as informants informally known as “mosque crawlers” that provided descriptions of individuals48 and “collected the names, phone numbers and addresses” of Muslims.49 Individual analysts “trawled college websites and email groups to keep tabs on Muslim scholars and who attended their lectures.”50
In contrast, political surveillance with facial recognition has virtually none of these limits. Setting up cameras, deploying a small number of personnel to take video, or simply relying on already present officers with body cameras conducting routine duties costs government very little, and provides it with the means to identify virtually every individual at a protest, political rally, or religious ceremony, automatically and nearly instantaneously. Using those scans, metadata profiles can be created, cross-checked against other activities, and turned into extensive data profiles with little manual effort: How often does a certain individual go to their mosque? In which cities has an immigration rights activist protested? How many rallies has a Bernie Sanders supporter attended? For COINTELPRO, answering these questions for a single person might have required significant resources, but for today's government using facial recognition, it could merely require the click of a button to catalog corresponding data for thousands of people.

There is no federal statute limiting the use of facial recognition in any way, meaning no legal restriction exists to prevent these types of abuses. The FBI currently does not require any reasonable suspicion of wrongdoing to conduct facial recognition scans; mere “allegation or information” indicating any criminal activity is sufficient. And because these are internal agency rules rather than externally imposed legislative limits, they are subject to unilateral change at any time, without public input or approval. As Chief Justice Roberts eloquently said in the landmark Riley v. California decision, which extended privacy rights on the basis of technological advance, self-imposed administrative limits are “probably a good idea, but the Founders did not fight a revolution to gain the right to government agency protocols.”

Today, one does not need to be forced to register as a Communist to worry that they are on the government’s watch and at risk of abuse: now anyone going to a protest, rally, or religious event is justified in fearing that they are being cataloged from afar, without their knowledge or any legal recourse to objection or response.

Even without such actions occurring, the mere possibility poses a threat that could cause major harm to First Amendment activities by making people frightened of exercising their right to them, thereby chilling participation. This chilling effect has already occurred with recent surveillance efforts directed at minorities. Studies show that in the wake of the NYPD’s Muslim Surveillance Unit, many Americans were afraid to go to mosques or attend religious ceremonies. And as previously discussed, facial recognition is a unique identification technique in that it requires neither consent nor notification. This amplifies the technology’s potential to chill speech and religious activities whose
participants worry they may risk persecution. Today, one does not need to be forced to register as a Communist to worry that they are on the government's watch and at risk of abuse: now anyone going to a protest, rally, or religious event is justified in fearing that they are being cataloged from afar, without their knowledge or any legal recourse to objection or response. As then-House Oversight Committee Chair Jason Chaffetz stated during a March 2017 hearing on facial recognition surveillance, "It can be used in a way that chills free speech and free association by targeting people attending certain political meetings, protests, churches, or other types of places in the public."

The new administration has done nothing to assuage these concerns. During the 2016 campaign, then-candidate Donald Trump called repeatedly for the surveillance of mosques, and even called for the creation of a national database of all Muslims in the United States, and since becoming president has never renounced these alarming demands. After the election, former House Homeland Security Committee Chair Peter King explicitly invoked the NYPD Muslim Surveillance Unit as a model for the nationwide surveillance of Muslims. Furthermore, during the campaign, Trump pledged to direct the attorney general to investigate Black Lives Matter activists, accusing the group of involvement in the murder of police officers. During his confirmation, Attorney General Jeff Sessions refused to reject the possibility of using advanced surveillance technologies “to target and catalog individuals’ exercise of First Amendment activities, such as religious activities, protests, and political rallies.” And during his confirmation, FBI Director Christopher Wray similarly refused to reject potentially conducting “general surveillance of mosques unrelated to a specific, ongoing investigation, or to conduct assessments or investigations of Muslim-American civil society leaders.”

Finally, absent limits on which crimes facial recognition could be used to investigate, facial recognition surveillance could become a means for “arrest-at-will” authority. Many municipalities have a huge number of active arrest warrants for minor crimes. For example, according to a 2015 Department of Justice investigation, Ferguson, Missouri had active arrest warrants—mostly for traffic violations, unpaid fines, and other minor offenses—for 16,000 people in a municipality with a population of 21,000. This could give officers arrest-at-will authority, whereby an officer could conduct unannounced facial recognition scans during routine interactions with citizens, and whenever the officer is notified of an active bench warrant, they would then have the power to arrest the individual in question. This would create an unacceptable risk of selective action against minorities, protesters, or any other individual with whom officers choose to stop and engage. Additionally, if applied to all offenses, facial recognition surveillance could allow police to selectively scan large crowds—including protests and political rallies—and engage in mass arrests as a means of disrupting those events.

Given the potential for mass arrests or arrest-at-will authority, lawmakers should limit the set of crimes for which any form of law enforcement facial recognition can be used. These limits would perhaps become unnecessary if we were to adequately address the larger issue of over-criminalization, but given how unlikely such a response would be in the
current administration, limiting use of facial recognition to certain crimes may be necessary to protect civil rights and civil liberties. Our government does not allow its most powerful and invasive surveillance tools to be used for minor crimes, so such a measure would not be unprecedented: the Wiretap Act proscribes a limited set of crimes for which audio surveillance technology may be used, and many complaints have been logged for the use of stingray location tracking for the investigation of nonviolent crimes.\(^6\)

In light of these risks, immediate action to place independent checks on facial recognition surveillance is not only necessary to prevent abuse, it is essential to stop the chilling of First Amendment activities that may already be occurring because of it.

### How to Effectively Limit Facial Recognition Surveillance

Facial recognition surveillance, used judiciously, has the potential to provide unique public benefits, and should by no means be banned outright. Rather, policy should seek to place limits to reduce the potential for harm and abuse—that, even in the absence of misuse could still chill First Amendment protected activities—while still permitting selective use for public good. Precedents set for similar surveillance practices, such as wiretapping and the searching of smartphones, should be consulted in determining the threshold of permissibility for facial recognition surveillance and tracking.

### Necessary Policy Limits on Facial Recognition Surveillance

The vast majority of potential abuses of facial recognition stem from use disassociated from independent authorization and proper level of suspicion. Requiring judicial approval at an appropriate standard would ensure that facial recognition could serve as an effective tool for law enforcement, but not lead to pervasive location tracking or improper targeting and persecution.

Therefore, facial recognition surveillance should require judicial authorization. This is critical as regards two of the technology’s uses: first, scanning a specific face in a photo or video to identify that individual; and second, developing a metadata profile of a specific face at a given location, for the purposes of tracking that face’s appearances in the future.\(^6\)

These situations should require particularization, meaning requiring that law enforcement obtain court approval for each individual person that facial recognition is to be applied to; mass face identification scans would not permitted.

The appropriate standard for such judicial authorization is probable cause, as this would put use of facial recognition on par with location tracking standards that already exist for GPS device tracking and cell-site tracking in many states. A lower standard would allow facial recognition surveillance to serve as a circumvention of these rules: for instance, if
limited to reasonable suspicion, law enforcement could avoid warrant requirements for location tracking by using facial recognition for the same purposes instead. However, this probable-cause judicial authorization should also come with the same exceptions as similarly restricted measures: consent and emergencies should permit less-restricted law enforcement action. Additionally, facial recognition presents unique needs for other exceptions, notably for use in finding and identifying missing persons.

Additional limits beyond judicial authorization at a probable-cause standard should be enacted for the continuous scanning of cameras to locate or track individuals in real-time. This is necessary for several reasons. First, this type of facial recognition surveillance is not particularized: it involves scanning all individuals—absent suspicion—within a camera's range to determine if they match with a designated suspect. Second, rather than apply to a static moment in time, this type of surveillance would be continuous for a prolonged period of time. Third, while the practice of particularized identification involves a single location and camera—or at most a small set of cameras capturing the same location from multiple angles—continuous scanning could apply to extensive geographic areas and hundreds or even thousands of cameras.

In light of these concerns, it is necessary that government provide justification for the geographic scope and length of time of continuous facial recognition surveillance, and a general time limit should be required with judicial reauthorizations for extensions. Exhaustion requirements, which require law enforcement to first attempt less intrusive methods, or at least explain why they would be ineffective, should also be included. Finally, additional limits should be included to limit the scale of use for continuous facial recognition surveillance. A mix of former law enforcement and civil liberties experts recommend several potential means of achieving this: (1) Require top law enforcement officials—such as state attorneys general—to certify that such surveillance is necessary, (2) limit continuous scanning to situations where an active arrest warrant exists for a small set of violent crimes, (3) require connection to an ongoing threat of death or serious bodily harm, (4) limit continuous scanning to specific situations—such as large events or locations like stadiums—where there is heightened risk of harm to a large number of people, or (5) require a combination of these factors. Each of these possibilities is worthy of additional debate and analysis.

**Recommended a Novel Means of Efficiently Achieving Proper Limits on Facial Recognition Surveillance**

While numerous advocates and organizations have advocated for some or all of the policy proposals described in the previous section, I propose an entirely new means of achieving their implementation. The method I propose centers on the FBI's use of state DMV photos, without clear notice or approval of those submitting photos. This practice has
rightfully been condemned as invasive, overbroad, legally tenuous, and excessively secretive: the FBI was rebuked during a House Oversight hearing on facial recognition surveillance this March for giving misleading testimony on whether it had access to state DMV photos.69

But I believe we can, and should, use the FBI’s reliance on state DMV photos as a means to achieving broad reform of facial recognition surveillance. This dependence creates the opportunity to effectively target states for reform legislation, and, with a carrot-and-stick technique regarding access, push the FBI toward reasonable policies. With this “reverse federalism” approach, advocates can target the states that are most likely to enact privacy protections, and thereby potentially see those protections applied across the entire nation.

**Why “Reverse Federalism” Is a Uniquely Effective Policy Approach for Facial Recognition**

The most effective means of enacting these reasonable protections against overbroad facial recognition surveillance would be federal legislation, which would affect all law enforcement across the nation and be difficult to roll back. However, federal legislation in general faces a series of gatekeepers: committee chairs in the House or Senate, or overall leadership in either chamber, could single-handedly block a bill from moving forward, and it must achieve support of most members in committees, and the full House and Senate in order to pass. Surveillance reform legislation in particular has frequently failed to overcome these obstacles. Basic email privacy reform, for instance, has been mired in obstruction for nearly a decade despite widespread support.70 Federal location privacy legislation, another example, has never even advanced to a committee vote, even as ten states have enacted warrant-for-location laws71 and the Supreme Court is preparing to take on the issue.72

Facial recognition surveillance is highly unique in that the FBI—and any agency coordinating with them in reliance on their database—is highly dependent upon the cooperation of state-level agencies.

However, facial recognition surveillance is highly unique in that the FBI—and any agency coordinating with them in reliance on their database—is highly dependent upon the cooperation of state-level agencies, in that while the FBI has its own database of mugshot photos, a huge portion of the photos it uses for facial recognition searches come from accessing state DMV photo databases.73
This creates an opportunity for “reverse federalism,” a situation in which state laws could influence federal policy. A carrot-and-stick approach could be applied by states across the country: states that do not provide DMV photos could offer to do so, on condition that the FBI enacts policies conforming to the rules set out above, offering an enticing opportunity to expand the scope and power of surveillance practices in exchange for reasonable limits on use. And states that already offer DMV photos for the FBI database could pass legislation stating that access will be revoked unless the FBI enacts policies conforming to these rules.

Agreements to access state DMV photos are not the only means by which the FBI gathers photos for facial recognition surveillance, but it is certainly the most significant. The FBI facial recognition system stores or can access “24.9 million mug shots, over 140 million visa photos and over 185 million state driver’s license and ID photos.” However, the FBI is only able to access DMV photos via state agreements per the Driver Privacy Protection Act (DPPA), and even this process is legally questionable, as facial recognition surveillance was not envisioned when the DPPA was passed in 1994. In 2016, law enforcement attempted to mine the rich quantity of data on social media via the third-party app Geofeedia, but it quickly created a firestorm of demands that social media companies cut off access to the app, to which they acquiesced, demonstrating that these companies will not so willingly allow their services to be co-opted for facial recognition surveillance.

This approach provides a variety of strategic benefits as regards more rapidly achieving proper limits for facial recognition surveillance. First, it provides more opportunities for action. Although state legislatures contain the same types of gatekeepers and pose the same types of obstacles as Congress does, multiplying the number of potential avenues of success in itself is an advantage. Second, states have always served as “laboratories of democracy.” While the FBI may choose not to consent to the conditions set forward in legislation in a small number of states, if these policies are successful at the state level across the country, it would put added pressure on the FBI to adopt them as well. Most importantly, and as mentioned above, a reverse-federalism approach that allows advocates to work for reform at the state level will allow them to strategically choose the locations that are most politically favorable to achieving these goals. The next section will provide an analysis of what the best states for action might be, and the impact of legislation in these states in pressuring voluntary reform by the FBI.

Assessing Effective Points of Action

Effective advocacy to advance legislation and provide sufficient opportunities—and pressures—regarding state access to DMV photo databases will require efficient use of resources, targeting states where there is the best chance of success. Based on prior legislative action on surveillance policy, the following describes two categories of states that are the best
targets for enacting the legislation described above: first, and most promisingly, states that have already enacted, or are actively considering, legislation to restrict government use of facial recognition surveillance; and second, states that have already enacted location privacy laws.

**States already engaged in restricting facial recognition.** States that have already enacted, or are actively considering, legislation to curtail facial recognition surveillance are the best areas to start reverse-federalism efforts, and thereby pressure the FBI to voluntarily enact proper limits on its use of facial recognition. Legislatures in these states are already engaged with the issue, and so their members will be familiar with the acute risks facial recognition poses, and how sensible limits can protect privacy without unreasonably inhibiting law enforcement needs. There will be champions of the cause from these states’ prior efforts to sponsor new legislation who lead these new efforts. If prior facial recognition legislation has advanced to votes, advocates will have a map of where to target efforts. And stakeholders—ranging from local law enforcement to civil rights advocates—will have experience in the issue, and will be adept in negotiating potential points of contention. For these reasons, the most promising states in which to begin advocacy are:

- **Maryland.** In 2017, legislation was introduced in the Maryland General Assembly to require a warrant for facial recognition surveillance. However, the bill did not advance out of committee, demonstrating significant obstacles left to overcome before enacting facial recognition limits in the state. Maryland currently does not allow the FBI to use its DMV photo database, which includes face images of over 4.1 million people.

- **Oregon.** While it has not created a policy limiting facial recognition surveillance generally, in 2015 the state enacted a law fully prohibiting the use of facial recognition in conjunction with police body cameras. Given that this was a full ban—not even permitting use of facial recognition with body cameras with judicial authorization based on probable cause—the passage of broader limits, with exceptions contingent on proper demonstration of cause, may be viewed as a reasonable compromise in the state. Oregon currently does not allow the FBI to use its DMV photo database, which includes face images of over 2.8 million people.

- **Rhode Island.** In 2017, as well as in previous years, legislation was introduced in the Rhode Island State Legislature to regulate drones, including a full prohibition of the use of facial recognition technology on any video footage captured by drones. The bill has not received a vote in committee. Rhode Island currently does not allow the FBI to use its DMV photo database, which includes face images of over 745,000 people.

In total, if legislation were passed in these states, it would offer the FBI access to additional DMV photos from about 7.8 million people for its facial recognition searches. This could offer a strong incentive for the FBI to voluntarily change its policies on facial recognition.
States that have enacted warrant for location protections. States that have enacted laws requiring law enforcement to obtain a probable-cause warrant before tracking an individual’s location may not have directly addressed facial recognition surveillance yet, but they are well-poised to appreciate its risks and respond to them. Legislatures in these states have recognized the sensitivity of personal location information, even (and sometimes especially) in public places, and therefore have already demonstrated some sympathy to the concerns that facial recognition surveillance poses. Additionally, because facial recognition can serve as a means of electronic location tracking, lawmakers may see legislation limiting its use as a means of preventing a loophole in the location tracking limits already enacted. Location privacy could serve as an effective proxy in focusing advocacy efforts, immediately suggesting which legislators may be receptive to limiting facial recognition surveillance based on their positions on earlier surveillance legislation. Finally, given experience with the power to conduct investigations—with prior judicial authorization—using location tracking, local law enforcement may be less resistant to the imposition of similar limits on facial recognition tracking and identification. For these reasons, promising states for advocacy are:

- **California.** In 2015, California enacted a law requiring a warrant for historical and real-time location information.\(^{81}\) California currently does not allow the FBI to use its DMV photo database, which includes face images of over 25.5 million people.

- **Illinois.** In 2014, Illinois enacted a law requiring a warrant for real-time location information,\(^{82}\) including unanimous passage in the State Senate.\(^{83}\) Illinois currently permits the FBI to use its DMV photo database for facial recognition searches, which includes face images of over 8.4 million people.

- **Indiana.** In 2014, Indiana enacted a law requiring a warrant for real-time location information, and also requiring a warrant for drone use.\(^{84}\) This is notable in that drone surveillance offers government a means of location tracking without any recourse to third-party data or resources. Indiana currently does not allow the FBI to use its DMV photo database, which includes face images of over 4.4 million people.

- **Maine.** In 2013, Maine enacted a law requiring a warrant for historical and real-time location information.\(^{85}\) Maine currently does not allow the FBI to use its DMV photo database, which includes face images of over 1 million people.

- **Minnesota.** In 2014, Minnesota enacted a law requiring a warrant for historical and real-time location information.\(^{86}\) Minnesota currently does not allow the FBI to use its DMV photo database, which includes face images of over 3.3 million people, but in 2016, the Government Accountability Office reported the state was in negotiations to permit access.

- **Montana.** In 2013, Montana enacted a law requiring a warrant for historical and real-time location information.\(^{87}\)
Montana currently does not allow the FBI to use its DMV photo database, which includes face images of over 781,000 people.

- **New Hampshire.** In 2015, New Hampshire enacted a law requiring a warrant for historical and real-time location information.\(^8\) New Hampshire currently does not allow the FBI to use its DMV photo database, which includes face images of over 1 million people.

- **Utah.** In 2014, Utah enacted a law requiring a warrant for historical and real-time location information.\(^9\) Utah currently permits the FBI to use its DMV photo database for facial recognition searches, which includes face images of over 1.9 million people.

- **Virginia.** In 2014 Virginia enacted a law requiring a warrant for real-time location information; this law was weakened the following year, but a law was enacted requiring a warrant for use of cell-site simulators.\(^10\) Virginia currently does not allow the FBI to use its DMV photo database, which includes face images of over 5.8 million people.

- **Washington.** In 2015 Washington enacted a law requiring a warrant for use of cell-site simulators.\(^11\) Washington currently does not allow the FBI to use its DMV photo database, which includes face images of over 5.5 million people.

In total, if legislation were passed in these states, it would have a huge impact on the FBI’s Next Generation Biometric Identification Database. Such action would terminate FBI access to the DMV photos of over 10 million people. However, legislation would also provide the FBI with access DMV photos of over 47.5 million additional persons if the agency changed its facial recognition surveillance policies. Under such circumstances, the FBI would have enormous incentive to voluntarily adopt limits on facial recognition surveillance.

Beyond these states, there are several states where warrants for location tracking are required, but as a result of state court rulings rather than legislation: Florida, Massachusetts, and New Jersey. While court rulings do not provide the same benefits as do statutory protections—in that they do not tell us which lawmakers should be the focus of advocacy efforts—they do offer other opportunities. First, in these states, local law enforcement will be more accustomed to limits on location tracking, and therefore may be more prepared to accept limits on facial recognition tracking and identification. Second, court rulings may have beaten legislators to enacting these limits, but it is still possible that lawmakers would have otherwise been amenable to such privacy legislation. Finally, legislation limiting facial recognition surveillance could be introduced as a necessary means in providing clarity and preventing future litigation, given the potential for electronic location tracking using facial recognition technology.
While these states are not as appealing as targets for advocacy as those where warrants for location tracking are already required, as a result of legislative action, they may still be receptive to efforts to promote limits on facial recognition surveillance. Legislation in these states would, in Florida’s case, remove over 14.2 million people’s DMV photos from FBI access, which currently provides access to its DMV photo database; and, in the case of Massachusetts and New Jersey, would provide previously unavailable access to the DMV photos of over 11.2 million additional people.

Conclusion

With so many pivotal issues facing American society—policy matters that will shape millions of lives being debated and decided, democratic institutions that have served as pillars of our Republic being stretched to their limit, even basic social norms that have seemed integral to our nation being questioned—the right to obscurity may seem like an unworthy value on which to focus. But policy, institutions, and our most fundamental norms are dependent upon freedom of speech, association, and engagement. And at times of greatest risk, those activities rely not just on the First Amendment, but also upon obscurity. At darkest times, obscurity has been the tool to save minorities and activists from stigma, from persecution, and from government power run amok.

Yet facial recognition has endangered the very concept of obscurity, and without swift action, it will soon become extinct. Limiting facial recognition to prevent surveillance abuses should not be controversial, and given the stakes, it should be far more of a priority than most lawmakers have thus far treated it. We cannot afford to wait: the time to act on this issue is now. And the best form of action is at the state level. Targeting those states most amenable to reasonable limits on facial recognition technology, and most receptive to advocacy, presents a unique opportunity to fast-track nationwide checks against improper facial recognition surveillance. If successful, such legislation will provide a necessary shield for democracy, and just in time, before we find our public lives without a shield at all.
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